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Poly fraternity
members will
not be charged
Prosecutors decided not to file
inanslaujihter charges against three
Sigina (dii fraternity members in the
2002 death of a Cial Poly student.
The district attorneys ofFice
announced last week that there was
n’t enough evidence to file charges in
the April 4. 2<MI2, death of Brian
(iillis, 10, who died after taking the
hallucinogenic drug CIHM.
“We don’t have any confessions,
no eyewitnesses or any physical evi
dence recovered” to prove such
charges, Cihief Deputy District
Attorney Stephen Brown said.
Patricia Clillis, Brian (iillis’mother,
was upset with the decision.
“A felony crime has been commit
ted,” she said.
Prosecutors said they needed to
pmve that fraternity’ members either
aided and abetted Clillis’ use of the
drug or failed to seek medical atten
tion when they knew his life was in
danger.
The (iillis family settled a civil
lawsuit for S357,(MK) with various
members of the Sigma ('.hi fraternity,
which was kicked otF campus amid
hazing violations in 2( KKI.
— AssiM-ititcd ¡hess

Cl IICO S 1A l l

Hazing ends in student death
A fraternity member was forced
to drink water constantly from
a five-gallon container until he
di'-d from ‘water intoxication’
Don Thompson
ASSoriAIEI) IMEESS
(TIK X ) — It was “movie night”
at (diico’s (diiTau fraternity house,
with the two pledge candidates
forced to drink water continuously
during the 104-minute run of “Mr.
,^()()(I,” a baseball comedy.
The hazing continued through
out the night, until Matthew
W'illiam ('arrington, 21, of Pleasant
1lill, ilied Feb. 2 of what an auti>psy
showed to be “water into.xication”
complicated by hypothermia in the
near-freezing filthy basement.
“ It was not unlike drowning,”
Butte ('ounty District Attorney
Mike Ramsey said Thursday.
Warrants were issued Thursday
for eight recently activated mem
bers of what Ikamsey called “an
outlaw or rogue fraternity” that
had lost its national charter and
alTiliation with California StateUniversity’, ('hico, in spring 2<K)2
because of members’ fighting and

underage drinking.
Four members were charged
with involuntary manslaughter, a
felony carrying a potential fouryear sentence. All have posted
SI 5,OHO bond, Ramsey said:
Cabriel Maestretti, 22, of Antioch;
John Paul Fickes, BJ, of Anderson;
(^irlos 1)eVilla-Abrille, 22, ofTwain
I larte; and Jerry Lim, 24, of Cdiico.
Another four were charged with
hazing, a misdemeanor, which car
ries a one-year maximum sentence:
Richard Mirth, 22, of Saratoga; and
(diico residents Rex (larnett Jr.,
20; Michael Fernandes, 10; and
Trent Stiefvater, 20. (iarnett posted
a S.S,000 bond, while two others
were arranging to surrender,
Ramsey said.
Maestretti is set for a March IS
initial court appearance; the others
an April 1 court date.
Several of the eight were among
at least 23 members of the fraterni
ty who attended a campus-spon
sored lecture in April as the frater
nity’ tried to regain olTicial univer
sity recognition, Ramsey said.
Among the tips on how to become
see Flazing, page 2

State o f the Stu(ient tackles tough issues
Focus o f the address was a
proposition to construct a new
University Union despite
students upset over higher fees

AS,SlX:iATKO PRESS

Butte County District Attorney Michael Ramsey holds a five-gallon water
container similar to the one used in the hazing death of a Chico student
MIDDL L EAS E

Former Palestinian terrorist
to speak on campus tonight
Ex-member o f the Palestinian
Liberation Organization will
discuss terrorism, the current
situation in the Middle East

Amanda Samonte
Ml'STANl. OAIIY
Cal l\)ly President Warren Baker
and Associate Student Inc. IVesident
Bl.ike Bolton spoke at the Annual
State of the Student Address on
Tliursd.iy in (dnitnash Audmiriuni.
Baker focused on funding while
Bolton addressed community rela
tions. campus facilities and resources.
A mam focus ot Bolton’s speech
was the construction of a new
Lhnversity Union and improving
other student facilities.
“This is a one time opportunity to
le.ive a legacy for the campus coinmmnty in terms of non-acadenne
lacilities," Bolton said. “Just think
about the student Rec (X-nter. We
duin't vote on that, but others before
you did and now we are benefiting
from It."
new UU would be located near
(\mipus Market. I )esign classes in the
('ollege of Architecture and
Environmental I )esign are designitig
the new plaza, but there are no defi
nite dates for construction due to the
Lu k of funding.
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SHEIlJ\ SOB( HIK Ml SIAM.
Cal Poly President Warren Baker and ASI President Blake Bolton
addre.ssed issues such as funding and a new University Union.
‘Till very interested in the new
expansi(>ns because it’s a controversy
among students about the rising
costs," social science freshman Zach
Austin said. “The new University
Unionwouldbenicrediblyhelpfnl.lt
will make a much better qn.ility of
life on campus ’’
Bolton said that if the referendum
passed, students will see immediate
changes. With the funding, the cur
rent UU will be renovated, and things
such as drinking fountains and bath-

OAIIV

rooms will be built by the intramural
athletic fields.
“These are all student-driven projects. not nniversity-driven pmjects,"
Bolton said. “We really need to show
university how much these
would benefit the school."
Among other iniprovenients, i ani1’^'^
expected to sell namebrand products.
“I think we will see commercial
brands in campus dining due to a lot
See ASI, page 2

Walid
Shoebat,
a
former
Palestinian terrorist, will speak at ('al
Poly tod.iy at 7 pin. in (dunnash
.^udltorinm.
A former member of the
Palestinian Liberation Organization.
Shoebat took part m attacks against
Israelis m the niid-l'>7(K but has now
become a vocal pro-Israel (dinstian
activist .IS part of his “repentance" for
past actions.
Shoebat will discuss the mind
frame of terrorists, his own experi
ence and the real condition of the sit
uation in Israel.
Micah I leKofsky, graduate student
and president of Hillel, (\il Poly’s
Jewish cultural chib, said the discus
sion is designed to give students a
deeper perspective on what is hap
pening in the Middle East.
“There is a growing anti-Israel
sentiment on caiUpuses across the
country,” DeKofsky said. "Shoebat

will present another side of the story
so people are able to see both per
spectives and understand what is real
ly going on.”
DeKotsky said he hopes the pn>grani will spark new ideas and con
versation among mterfaith groups all
over campus.
Shoebat has
spoken out for
peace in the
Middle East to
audiences and
campuses around
the
world,
I II c I u d i n g
H a r V .1 r d
University.
Walid Shoebat
I le said he has
lectured at universities because he
believes students are the next genera
tion of.^merIca.
“I want to make students under
stand the situation in the Middle East
as if they were in the shoes ot the
Israeli people," Shoebat said. “I want
to show how one’s psyche can be
occupied by hate."
Shoebat said his message is simple.
He wants to bring the reality of the
.see Shoebat, page 2

NEW S
2 Moikiiv, Mardi 7 ,2( M)5
asked questions about the fraternity’s
history, the house, members’ nick
names. If they gave the wrong
answer they had to drink, or pour
water on themselves. Window fans
were turned on them as well,
Kamsey said.
It was 40 degrees outside, colder
in the basement, he saiil.The surviv
ing pledge, Mike Quintana, 22, from
die San 1 ranusi.o area but ik)\s of
Chico, “complained of the bitter,
bitter cold.”
Ckirrington collapsed about 4
a.111. while doing a punishment
push-up and suffered a seizure, but
fraternity members called off emer
gency responders when he seemed
to fall into a deep slumber and begin
snoring, Kamsey said. A medical
e.xaminer said the snoring was prob
ably his labored breathing.
He was dried off, covered in
blankets and left on a ctnich. About
.3 a.m. he stopped breathing and
began coughing up blood and a
bloodv froth consistent with the
New York state water hazing
death.
“The people that are directly
involved with my son’s death are
being charged with involuntary
manslaughter, and I’m very happy
about that,” Carrington’s father,
Michael Carrington, told the San
Francisco Chronicle. "I would like
for it to be more, but 1 guess that’s
just the way the law is.”
Carrington’s death was the second
fraternity pledge death in Chico
since 2(M)0, when an 18-year-old
student died of alcohol poisoning.
Three members of the Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity were convicted of misde
meanor charges in that case and
were fined and jailed for 30 days,
Kamsey said.

H azing
contiuuedfrom page /

a bettor fratcniity was a warning
about a similar water hazing tleath in
New York state in 2003, he said.
riie fraternity called it "inspirati(Mi week.” Pledges called it “hell
week.”
“ Maziiui is about power and con
trol. It is about victimization,”
Kamsey said.
It began Sunday,Jan. 30, the day a
ckigged pipe backed up sewage two
or three inches deep in the basement
of'the old fraternity house.
“They were making these guys do
push-ups aiul sit-ups in the sewage,”
clad only in T-shirts and jeans, said
Chico Police Detectiv'e Creg
Keeney. About dawn, the pledges
were permitted to sleep for a few
hours in freezing cubbyholes cut
into the foundation of the home
about five blocks from campus.
Monday was “pledge Olympics.”
The pledges ran up and down stairs
in the three-story house, ending the
night with an indoor Wiffleball
game.
Tuesday was movie night, and
was supposed to last only until the
movie ended. But three of the fra
ternity members — Maestretti,
Fhekes, and DeVilla-Abrille —
remained, Kamsey and Keeney
alleged, forcing the two pledges
throughout the night to stand on
one foot on a bench, sharing a fivegallon water bottle that was refilled
five times.
Lim left with the others, but also
was charged with involuntary
manslaughter because he led the
pledge activities, Ramsey said.
The rest of the night the pair was

u n iv e r s it y

Shoebat
continued from page I

streets to Ameriea.
“I am not a scholar or even a pro
fessional speaker,” Shoebat said. “But
somebody has to break the silence.”
Shoebat said it is easy to feel safe
and comfortable in America. On the
other hand, he said rlie lews in Israel
are surrounded by so many nations
that hate them.
“There are Palestinian activists on
college campuses who are enemies of
the worst kind,” Shoebat said. “They
exist all over and are not just confined
to one country, like Nazi (lermany.”
Shoebat will use his own personal
story to express his concern for the
Israeli people and the need for them
to maintain their state.
"I pray for the continuation of the
Israeli occupation so that we can
have peace,” Shoebat said. "If
Palestinians put their hands with
Israel, they could be great people.”
In order for that to happen,
Shoebat
argues,
fundamental
change needs to take place in

A SI
continued from page I

of student pressure,” he said.
Student concerns about parking
have been amplified since the library
parking lot was closed.
Bolton said the university needs to
incorporate a shuttle system to serve
areas with high concentrations of stu
dents.
Mardi Gras and community rela
tions were also covered.
"Despite the harsh messaging that
occurred over Mardi Gras, we still did

Palestinian society.
“An
entire
generation
of
Palestinian youth has been taught to
hate the Jewish state.” Shoebat said.
.\s a young child in Bethlehem,
Shoebat said he was indoctrinated in
school to hate Jews.
“We were taught that Jews were
the descendants of monkeys and pigs
and carried disease.” Shoebat said.
Even after he moved to the
United States. Shoebat continued to
work as a pro-Palestinian activist in
C.hieago, where he raised funds for
the PLO.
Things changed, however, when
Shoebat married a (Catholic woman
whom he had tried to persuade to
convert to Islam.
When his wife insisted he prove
his assertion that the Jews had dis
torted the words of the prophets,
Shoebat studied the Taiiach (the
Jewish Bible).
It was then that he realized every
thing he had been taught about Jews
was a lie.
“1 saw that these people I hated so
much had provided us with oiir his

tory,” Shoebat said.“They had a story
behind them.”
The experience, he said, was an
eye-opener. It eventually led him to
abandon Islam and adopt evangelical
Christianity.
When Shoebat’s family learned of
his conversion, he was disowned and
received death threats. Shoebat said
he is certain that the PI O is plan
ning his demise.
Nevertheless, he has committed
himself to bringing the truth about
the Jews and Israel to the world.
“If we let fear dictate us, the
enemy will win,” Shoebat said.
Shoebat h.is written several online
books, where he exposes antiSemitism and the hatred of Jews in
the Islamic'. Cdiristian and secular
worlds. He is also the founder of
both the Walid Shoebat Foundation
and the Arabs for Israel Foundation.
Shoebat is an American citizen
and lives in the United States with
his wife and children, under this
assiniied name.
The presentation is free to all stu
dents and community members.

present the student’s voice to the city.
It doesn’t mean that they are going to
listen,” Bolton said.
Bolton would like to see a softer,
more encouraging approach from the
city.
“The triple fines being revoked
was a step in the right direction,” said
Colin Kizzo, ASI Board of Direc tor’s
member and jouriialisin sophomore.
“You have to start somewhere.”
Bolton said that despite student
frustration, communication with the
cit>' is the best way to tackle the situ
ation.
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STATE NEWS
LOS ANGELES — The can
didates for mayor crisscrossed the
city Sunday — often crossing paths
with one another — as they sought
to rally support for an election in
which an incumbent is in danger
of being turned out of office for
the first time in three decades.
Poliricnllv wounded Mayor

James Hahn canvassed a string of
black churches in South Los
Angeles in the morning, an area
that helped put him in office four
years ago. City C'ouncilman
Antonio Villaraigosa, who is trying
to become the first Hispanic mayor
in modern times, made the rounds
in the same neighborhood, where
residents were angered last month
by the fatal police shooting of a
1'^-year-old boy authorities said

was driving a stolen car.
• • •

BELMONT — A man was
fatally shot by police Sunday after a
high-speed chase on Highway 101,
authorities said.
South San Francisco police
received a 911 domestic violence
call around 1:15 p.m. Sunday, said
C'alifornia Highway Patrol Officer
Christian Oliver. Officers respond
ed to the residence but the suspect

had already fled the scene in his
vehicle, Oliver said. Police later
spotted the man, who was not
identified, driving his vehicle near
downtown South San Francisco
before he sped onto Highway 101
heading south, Oliver said.
The man then attempted to take
the Kalston exit, but lost control of
his vehicle and crashed into a
ditch.
Associated Press

plan would raise the age that
retirees could receive full benefits,
WASHINGTON — A leading beginning in 2023.
"We are living longer," Hagel said
Kepublican senator is proposing to
Sunday on C'PS’ "Face the Nation."
raise the Social Security retirement
"So when you look at the total uni
age from 67 to 6S, while verse of this, 1 think that makes some
Democrats maintain their opposi sense to extend the age."
tion to the president’s plan to over
• • •
haul the retirement program with
SELMA, Ala. — Aging civil
private investment accounts.
rights-era figures and a bipartisan
Nebraska Sen. Chuck Hagel’s congressional delegation walked

across an Alabama bridge with a
throng of thousands Sunday to
commemorate the 40th anniver
sary of the Selma voting rights
march that opened ballot boxes to
blacks across the South.
Among those participating was
C'oretta Scott King, whose hus
band, the Kev. Martin Luther King
Jr., led the historic march in 1965.
• • •

resigned in the wake of bloody
street protests that took the lives of
at least 56 people. Mesa’s govern
LA PAZ, Bolivia — Bolivian
ment has struggled with a growing
President C'arlos Mesa announced push for greater political autonomy
Sunday he would offer his resigna in Bolivia’s most prosperous
tion, saying in a televised address region.
that recent protests were "blocking
• • •
the country."
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The mil
Mesa took office in October itant group Hezbollah, largely on
2003,
succeeding
President the fence since anti-Syrian protests
Cionzalo Sanchez de Lozada, who erupted in Lebanon last month.

switched gears Sunday and threw its ing her and killing an Italian agent
weight behind Syria and its allies — who had just won her freedom
calling for massive rallies in Beirut after a month in captivity.
to show loyalty to Damascus.
An Italian C’abinet member
• • •
urged Sgrena, who writes for a
ROME — Left-wing journalist communist newspaper that rou
Ciiuliana Sgrena claimed American tinely opposes U.S. policy in
soldiers gave no warning before they Iraq, to be cautious in her
opened fire and said Sunday she accounts and said the shooting
could not rule out that U.S. forces would not affect Italy’s support
intentionally shot at the car carry ing for the Bush administration.
her to the Baghdad airport, wound
— Associated Press

NATIONAL NEWS

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

NEW YORK — Reliance on the

Internet for political news during last
year’s presidential campaign grew
sixfold from 1996, while the influ
ence of newspapers dropped sharply,
according to a study issued Sunday.
Eighteen percent of American
adults cited the Internet as one of
their two main sources of news
about the presidential races, com
pared with 3 percent in 1996.
— Associated Ihess

IN OTHER NEWS
MAR’WILLE,Tenn.— A man
caught by police last summer on his
23rd birthday running naked and
covered in nacho cheese has plead
ed guilty to burglary, public intoxi
cation and other charges.
In a plea deal with prosecutors,
Michael David Monn was sen
tenced to three vears in prison
Monday but was given supervised
probation.
Brosecutors said Monn was
drunk when he broke into a swim
ming pool snack bar in July 2(M»4.
A police officer found Monn in
the facility’s parking lot after he
had apparently scaled an H-foot-tall
fence and was seen running toward
a Jeep with a box of stolen snac ks
and a container of nacho cheese.
• • •

SHEBOYGAN, Wis. — A
woman accused of digging up and
taking her boyfriend’s cremated
remains more than a decade ago —
and drinking the beer that was
buried with him — was sentenced
to 60 days in jail.
KaRii Stolzmann, 44, had faced
up to nine months in jail on a mis
demeanor charge of concealing
stolen pmperty. She was sentenced
Monday,
Sheboygan
(aninty
District Attorney Jcx' DeCIecco said.
— Associated Press
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UU HOUR
Featuring SW AGGER
Thursday, March 10
11-noon in the UU Plaza • FREE
Liven up your dead week with tiefiypnotizing sounds of punk band

R E C Y C LE

Swagger.

NEXT WEEK
PRO CRASTINATIO N S W riO M
W ednesday. M arch 16

and PLAY

HARD?

8 a.m .- 2 p.m . in the UU Plaza (UU 220 if raining) • FREE
This quarterly tradition kicks off with a free pancake breakfast
8-11 a.m ., while supplies last Enjoy a variety of free activities from
11 a.m .-2 p.m. including profession^ massages, crafts, basketball
free shot game, laser golf, pinball. Ping Pong and grveaways Also
check out Juian's and BackStage Pizza Prooastination Station
specials

If you think you’ve got what it takes
to to a Mustang Daily Ad Rep
or Designer, apply now!

SO C IAL DISTO R TIO N, N vt in c o iK ert
Thursday, M arch 17
8 p.m . in the Rec C enter (doors open at 7 p^n.)
Social Distortion wM perform with special guests Backyard Babies
and The Street Dogs. Tickets are on sale at aH Valitix outlets

E-m ail resu m e to: c m c g o u rt@ c alp o ly .e d u o r stop by th e
M u s ta n g D aily G rap hic Arts Bldg. 26, R oom 2 2 6

including vaKtix.com and Mustang Ticket Office. $20/C al Poly
students, $2S/General Admission, plus ticketing fee.

UU GALLERY
Featuring BODY *05
Through A p ril 1
In th e U U Epicenter • FREE
Various artists display their interpretations of body image or i
disorders. Open Monday-Thursday 8-6 and Fridays 8-5.

W W W .ASI.CALPDLY.EDU/EVENTS
5 6 -

Listen to
KCPR
91.3 FM
femily station
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Tw o C A colleges end
Spain exchange program

Students protest anti-immigration rally

.MISSION VIEJO (AP) —
Leaders of two community col
leges m Orange Gounty have
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rotesters gather at tlie University of Texas West Mall to protest a planed mock roundup of ille
gal immigrants held by the Young Conservatives of Texas in Austin, Texas, Wednesday. The
roundup did not take place. A similar event was held last month at the university. The conser
vative group said that the demonstration was intended to call attention to the problems of illegal
immiiiration and not an attack on race

P

Yale psychologist rcvamps the SAT
New' test would emphasize
creativity and problem-solving
skills and is thought to be a
better predictor of college GPA
NEW HAVEN, CT (AP) —
Critics of the S.^Ts say there’s more
to intelligence than finding gram
mar errors and solving geometty
problems or even, this year, than
showing you can write an essay.
Hut how to measure those other
abilities? Kobert Sternberg, a Yale
University psychologist, believes
he’s developed a test that does just
that. The test, dubbed The Rainbow
Project, evaluates creativity and
problem-solving rather than analyt
ical skills. Instead of mulnple choice
questions, it asks students to write
captions for cartoons, outline how
they would solve a problem, or

write stories whth unusual titles like
The Octopus’s Sneakers or 35.3S1.
What most interests many
experts about Sternberg’s early
experiments is that they appear to
predict students’ freshman GPA in
college more accurately than SAT
scores, and with a narrower gap
between ethnic and socio-econom
ic groups.
“If you’re growing up in a poor
family, there’s got to be more
emphasis on developing creative and
practical skills.” Sternberg said.
The test results could be inter
preted as a threat to the College
Hoard,
which
has
funded
Sternberg’s research, and Sternberg
says some in the testing field have
reacted defensively. He is waiting
to hear soon if the College Hoard
will fund an expanded trial that

would show’ if the patterns hold
beyond the initial 800-student
sample.
College Hoard President Gaston
Caperton said he is excited by the
project and hopes to continue to
work w'ith Sternberg, though no
funding decision has been made.
He said the College Hoard will
have to look closely at whether the
test could be feasibly administered
and graded, and to make sure clever
students can’t beat the system to
raise their score.
Sternberg says the problems can
be overcome.
“We can’t afford to have a lot of
people w’ho could do really great
stuff for our society not given the
chance because they can’t get
thnmgh the testing system,” he said.

Research firm drops bid for Los
Alamos lab, boosting U C s position
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
nonprofit research firm has dropped
Its bid to operate the Los Alamos
National l aboratory, making it like
ly that the lab will remain under the
control of the Umversitv of
CCalifornia.
OfficiaK .It Hattelle .Memorial
Institute, which runs sevev.il other
m.ijor labs tor the U.S. 1)epartment
of l.nergs, said they dropped the
bid over concern that operating
Los .Maíllos could divert manage
ment attention to those labs. ().ik
Ridge lab in lennessee and
Hrookliaven I ab in New York are
among the other labs Hattelle oper
ates.
“Our focus is to make sure we

manage those laboratories with dis
tinction,” said Hill Madia. Hattelle’s
executive vice president. “It would
take significant resources for Hattelle
to play a major management mle at
Los .Manios, and 1 have great con
cerns whether that would jeopardize
the great performance we h.ive at
our other laboratories.”
1 he University of (California h.is
operated Los Alamos since l‘>43
without competition. Hut a series of
security, safety and financial prob
lems in recent vears led Energy’
Secretary Spencer Abraham to put
the lab management contract up for
bid.
(Congress later ordered two other
federal labs operated by UCC —

Lawrence Herkeley and Lawrence
Livermore — put up for competi
tion as well. That led many lab offi
cials to predict that U(C was unlike
ly to win back control of all three
lab.
The university faced ijo competi
tion for the L.iwrence Herkeley con
tract. Now. with Hattelle's decision
to pull out of competition for Los
Alamos, some predict that U(Vs
control of the L.iwrence Livermore
lab could be in jeopardy.
Los Alamos, a spraw ling S2.2 billion-a-year lab headquartered in
New Mexico, maintains most of the
nuclear explosives in the roughly
Kl.bOO Llydrogen bombs and war
heads of the U.S. nuclear arsenal.

buentes said the terrorist situation
is all the more prevalent and obvi
ous today.
t u J e d lli L i l s i.h ou ls s t u d ) - a l ' K J u d
fiu.siees also tiled die piuprogram in Spam, citing the grani's expense and potential lia
country’s troop withdr.iwal from bility to the school district,
Iraq.
though approved a trip to Italy
The trustees of the South with higher daily costs.
Orange CTiunty CYmimunity
" r m still in shock,” said
CTillege District, comprising Professor
C'armenmara
Irvine
Valley
H e rn a n d e z Cxillege
and
Hravo,
who
Saddleback^,„
, ,
,
,
,
runs
the
College, voted 3-^
OUV study-abroad
men iiiid n'onicn
2 last week to
program. “ 1
cancel the 14cannot believe
.... 1 see no reasoft to
year-old summer
a community
send students of onr
program.
college
can
colleges to Spain at this
“Spain
has
put this much
moment in history.
abandoned our
politics into
fighting men and
academics.”
women,
with
Hernandez— TOM FUENTES
drawing
their
coniniunity college Hravo plans to
support,”
said
send
video
trustee
Tom
tapes of the
Puentes.“! see no
trustees’ meet
reason to send students of our ing to the Spanish Consulate in
colleges to Spain at this moment Los Angeles, the U.S. ambassador
in history.”
in Spain and the Spanish ambas
Spain pulled its 1,300 troops sador in Washington.
after the Madrid train bombings
She hopes officials will respond
that killed 191 people in March with letters trying to persuade the
trustees the country is safe so
last year.
Puentes, a former head of the they’ll change their minds.
Trustee Marcia Milchiker, who
Republican Party in Orange
voted
to keep the program, said
County, said the attack raised
concerns about student safety. she was puzzled by the move.
“(Obviously the bombing in
The district serves nearly 3.3.000
Madrid
was before last summer’s
students.
Although
students
were trip,” she said. “No one stopped
allow’ed to visit Spain three them, and so bringing this up
months after the bombings. now is strange.”

F D A shuts dow n three
gene therap)^ e?q)eriments
Pauline Jelinek
A SSO CIA TED PRESS

Wa s h i n g t o n ' — Federal
health advisers recommended
Friday that gene therapy treat
ments for children w’ith a severe
immune deficiency be restricted to
those who have no alternative.
The
Food
and
Drug
Administration convened the
panel after a 3-year-old French
boy became the third child to
develop cancer after receiving gene
therapy for treatment for X-linked
severe combined immunodeficien
cy, or X-SCID.The FDA had asked
U.S. researchers doing similar work
to put it on hold.
Doctors and scientists on the
advisory panel said they didn’t
want to hold up the therapy for
children who have already failed to
respond to bone marrow trans
plants, an alternative treatment. Hut
they noted that the number of
such children — who under
Friday’s recommendation would
still be able to have experimental
gene therapy — is very small.
“What is happening here tod.iy
— the big picture — is that it
shows the difficulty in developing
any new class of therapy,” said Dr.
Daniel Salomon, pmfessor in the
Scripps Research Institute and a
member of the FDA panel.
“There was a period of time
that there was a tendency to say

gene therapy ... had been safe.
What’s clear now is that (problems
can develop in) some gene therapy
for some diseases,” Salomon said.
The panel recommended that
gene therapy trials could go for
ward for a similar ailment called
ADA-SCID, finding it is a different
issue and no R*ason to limit those.
Ten children suffering with XSCID were basically cured in the
French study, at first ga*eted with
great excitement as a breakthrough
in gene therapy, said Dr. Warren
Leonard, panel member from the
National Institutes of Health. Hut
three later developed leukemia, and
one of them died.
The landscape has changed,
Salomon said.
He and others said the research
needs continued close monitoring
but that the setbacks should be
kept in context. The key principle
is that all new treatments in medi
cine go forward through periods
where you make a significant
advance and you also find that
there are setbacks, Salomon said.
The biggest blow to the research
field w.is the 1999 death of teenag
er Jesse (tclsinger in his fourth day
of a gene therapy experiment con
ducted by researchers at the
University
of
Hennsylvania.
(ielsinger, of Tucson, had suffered
fmm an inherited disorder that
blocks the body fRim properly
processing nitrogen.
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Com plaint against college
Republican dropped in Reno
Young Republican member
falsely accused o f embezzling
party funds says he will quit
politics after the convention
RENO, Nev. (AP) — A criminal
complaint has been dropped
against a state Young Republicans
member accused of embezzling
registration fees for an upcoming
CiOP convention.
Joe Hrezny, Nevada’s national
committeeman
for
Young
Republicans, said he asked Reno
police to drop the complaint against
Nathan Taylor after determining the
charges were groundless.
“We’re trying to set the record
straight,” Brezny said. “We’re going
to do whatever it takes to clear his
name as best we can.”
Taylor, 29, a senior at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas,
accepted the apology.
“I am disappointed it got to the
press, but I’ve forgiven those
groups for what they did,” Taylor
told the Reno Ciazette-journal.
Taylor also won back his job as
chairman
of
the
Young
Republican National Convention,
scheduled July 6-10 at the
Mandalay Bay hotel-casino in Las
Vegas. He was removed from the
post last month.
In the complaint he filed with
police Feb. 14, Brezny alleged
Taylor used registration fees and
donations for personal use such as
bar tabs and credit card debts.
In a letter to police, Arjun
1)hingra, state Young Republicans
chair, said about S2.S,000 received

from 200 people around the
country was missing.
But Taylor said he produced
documents to show he didn’t do
anything wrong. He said the bar
tabs involved dinners he bought
for volunteers of the convention’s
committee.
“We spent hours in the meet
ing,” Taylor said. “There’s nothing
unethical about that.”
The
national
committee
removed Taylor from the conven
tion post Feb. 9, saying he was not
authorized to raise and spend
money for the convention.
But during police questioning,
Taylor produced an August 2004
letter that granted him the author
ity to organize, arrange and sign
contracts for the event.
After discovery of the letter,
Brezny told police to drop the
investigation.
Brezny said accusations sur
faced when national committee
members were surprised to find
less money available for the con
vention than expected.
“You need to ask questions and
all sides dug in their heels,” Brezny
said. “We had fear of an Enron and
Tyco situation.”
“He could have communicated
better with us, and we could have
communicated better with him.
And because of this misunder
standing this situation got out of
control,” Brezny said.
While he appreciates the apolo
gy’, Taylor said, the experience has
soured him on politics and he
plans to quit after the convention.

Husbanci saves wife in brutal chimp attack
Man loses major body parts
while defending his wife against
chimpanzees at a California
animal sanctuary
HAVILAH (AB) — The woman
involved ill a brutal eliimpaiizce
attack says her husband pushed her
away from the rampaging animals
and took the brunt of the violence
to save her.
Two male chimps viciously
attacked St. James Davis and his
wife, LaDonna, at an animal sanctu
ary 30 miles east of Bakersfield
where they were visiting their for
mer pet chimp, Moe.
St. James Davis lost all the fingers
from both hands, an eye, part of his
nose, cheek, lips, and part of his but
tocks in the ferocious attack, his
wife, LaDonna Davis, told NBC7s
Today Show Saturday. His foot was
mutilated and his heel bone
cracked.
St. James Davis, 62, was in stable
condition at Loma Linda University
Medical Center, his wife said.
LaDonna Davis, 64, who lost a
thumb in the attack, told the Los
Angeles Times Friday she saw the
two chimps from the corner of her
eye on Thursday as she and her hus

band were about to cut a birthday
“The attack itself isn’t being
cake for Moe, who stayed in his investigated. That’s animal instinct,”
cage during the attack at the Animal said Cdiealander. “ It appears it was
unprovoked on the part of the
Haven Ranch.
“I turned around and they started Davises. What provoked the chim
panzees was something from within
charging,” she said.
One oi the animals pushed hei the chimpanzees. Whelhei it was
against a wall and bit off her left jealousy or some other primal facthumb.
tor, it was something within their
“James saw that, pushed me own makeup that triggered the
behind a table and took the brunt of attack.” ‘
C 'h e a la n d e r
everything else,”
said authorities
she said.
have gathered
The ferocity o f i i
• i
.he attack stunned
most of the
or some other primal
in fo rm a tio n
paramedics
and
they need and
law enforcement
factor, it teas sometliiuci
authorities on the loithiii their own makeup
probably w on’t
scene.
lluu iriwercd the attack. ’ ’ elusions
7I <"I Cl'' t't C lltlPl
“ I’ve
been
until
around for 30
midweek.
No
—
CM
DR.
CHEALANDER
years in this job,
one at the sanc
Kern C.ounty S heriff’s I)ep.irt,nient
and I’ve never
tuary has been
seen anything like
arrested or cited.
this,” said Kern
The Davises
County Sheriff’s Cmdr. Hal were visiting Moe to celebrate his
C'healander.
39th birthday. Authorities removed
The attack ended when the sanc Moe from their home in 1999 after
tuary owner’s son-in-law shot and biting a woman and a police officer.
killed the chimps — Buddy, 15, and
The Animal Haven Ranch is a
Ollie, 13.
private sanctuary that has been
Officials are investigating how licensed by the state since 1996 to
the chimps escaped from their out take in primates, usually from zoos
door cage.
that no longer want them.
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Computer
Tec:h Support
For Poly Students!

►Now available to your dorm or off campus housing 24/7!
►Fast, Friendly, Certified Technicians!
►Best Rates in Town!
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Services Offered:

Progressive Group Labs for Beginners to
Advanced players at our studio in SLO

Call today - New Labs start April 6, 6 & 7'
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►Hardware & Software Upgrades
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T ire Inspections
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STAR • DUNLOP • GCX)DYEAR • OTHER BRANDS
6 OTHER LOCATIONS ON THE CENTRAL COAST
ATASCADERO (2) * ARROYO GRANDE * SANTA MARIA (2) * OXNARD
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►Drop off your com puter here
IrvShop: $55.00 per hour
(N o Travel Charge)

E l C o r r a l B o o k s lork
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Your local one-stop technology resource.

782.TECH (8324)
www.techxpress.net
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noum M F 8am -5pm After hours extra. $7.00 travel fee charge
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Technology Made Easy

K irs tie A llq ^ w e ig h s in
misstep for Amos
ori Amos is an anomaly in the music business. She somehow man
ages to continuously change her music and follow (or reject)
trends while still retaining the spark that makes her recognizable.
On her ninth album, “The Beekeeper,” Amos continues to experiment
with new styles of music — some of which work anci some which don’t.
1 he album begins with “Parasol,” a song that could be placed on a
compilation of quintessential Amos recordings. Her soft piano licks form
the base of the song as drums, harmonies and guitars slowly enter as the
song builds. But the beauty of this song is in the tender, almost gospel-like
melody.
While discussing her album with the press, Amos mentions that it has
political and religious undertones.Though not obvious at first listen, they
begin to sneak through in the lyrics.
For instance, “Parasol” begins with,
“When I come to terms to terms
with this / My world will change
for me / I hasen’t moved since the
call came / . . . 1 stare at the wall
knowing on the other side / The
storm that waits for me.” Amos
speaks of this “storm” in numerous
interviews, but never seems to clari
fy if it is political, religious, or nei
ther.
ROSE-COLORED
1 he second song on the album,
“Sweet the Sting,” is a work of orig
mal songwriting, but somehow
doesn't feel like it will hold up
sounding off on the music scene
among other Amos recordings. She
experiments with a funky drum beat
and a wah-pedal, and the song is smooth, but it lacks something — per
haps an emotion that she injects only into songs of her personal style.
Damien Kite, an Irish recording artist, is featured on the next song,
“The Power of Orange Knickers.” The two make a powerful vocal team.
Even with the strange and esoteric lyrics, their voices intermingle to cre
ate a striking effect.
The next few songs continue the mellow, experimental trend of the
first three. Though they are good songs, the album is lacking the rough
rock songs that Amos has pmved to be so good at. Whether it’s age, moth
erhood (daughter Natashya is now 4) or both, “The Beekeeper” exudes an
air of slowing down.
The centerpiece of the album, the six-minute “Witness” is perhaps the
most experimental song on the album, with pipe organ and a choir. As it
begins, it sounds a bit elevator-esque, and it inevitably slows down near
the middle. It is definitely a clear representation of the album as a whole.
The next song is a stark contrast. “C'friginal Sinsuality” is a short ballad
that features (refreshingly) just Amos and her piano, like the old days. It
seems this is all Amos needs, but her desire to change and play other styles
is definitely taking precedence.
The title track, “The Beekeeper” is surprisingly different from the rest
of the album. With a rich electronic beat and a low drone in the ba^kgniund, Amos’ voice dominates and creates intensity unparalleled any
where else on the album.
The only weak point of this song follows the other songs — there is no
climax.
With the genius songwriting skills that we all know Amos has, it is
slightly disappointing to hear her fill an album with slow, somewhat
monotonous songs. But regardless of how well “The Beekeeper” does,
Amos will ctmtinue to be a strong force for the female recording world
and her next pmject promises to be different. No matter what she does,
there is nothing compromising her power.
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is a journalism and music junior and a Mustang Daily columnist.

COMING WEDNESDAY
Stacey Anderson and her mesmerizing Art Beat

RECYCLE!
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‘Cheers’ alumna Kirstie Alley embraces her ‘fiat chick in a party hat’ image with her new show, ‘Fat Actress.’
The show is a satire on the emphasis Hollywood places on being thin. ‘Fat Actress’ debuts today on Showtime.
Lynn Elber
ASMX:iATEl> PRESS

The plate of snacks is tempting,
filled with chocolates, cookies and
more, but the only member of
Kirstie Alley’s household to bite is
Bradley the dog.
“No, no,” Alley says, shooing the
Welsh corgi away. She’s equally disci
plined with herself, nibbling on tiny
heart-shaped mints while a visitor
samples olive pate.
“Eat it all,” she urges. “It’s one of
the ways 1 got really fat. I ate one of
those jars a day.”
Now. restricting herself to fhiit,
veggies and whatever the Jenny
Craig diet plan serves up (Alley is the
company’s new spokt*swoman), such
sins, and more than 20 pounds so far,
are past.
Is this any way for the star of
Showtime’s “Fat Actress” to behave?
The very title of the reality-comedy
series is a rebuke to the notion that
“F” is the modern scarlet letter and
that anyone wearing it, especially in
Hollywoml, should get thin or get
lost.
Alley does intend to get thin, or at
lea.st thinner. But she refiises to let
unflattering tabloid accounts or gen
eral cattiness stand as the last word on
her weight, her worth or her
employability.
“The second 1 made the decision
to create this show, I was liberated.
The game the tabloids wanted me in
was the gatne iif hiding, and then
they find me and they would get the
worst shot of me they could possibly
get.
“It was like I was being hunted. 1
thought,‘End of g.tme,’” Alley said.
Unkind photos aren’t the reason
she decided to executive produce
(with Brenda Hampton, “7th
Heaven” creator) and star in “Fat

Actress,” and they aren’t why she
wants to slim down.
The reality series-cum-satire^
debuts 10 p.m. totlay on Showtime.
The first episode will also stream
simultaneously online on Yahoo!
(http://tv.yah(xi.com) and be avail
able until March 12.
“I’m personally happier than I’ve
ever been in my entire life, and I’ve
been happy, really happy for many
years,” Alley said. But her weight,
which has been as high as 203, does
n’t suit her active life as sin^d^ mom
to two children, ages 8 and 10.
“I love to go to Italy, to Positano.
You walk up a thousand steps every
day there. I’m going to Italy this
summer. Am 1 going to be running
up and down those steps in Positano
or am I going to be, like, sitting in a
wheelchair at the bottom?” she said,
adding a dramatic image for effect.
The pounds c.ime on slowly as she
reveled in playing the happy home
maker and hostess, cooking for fami
ly and friends and enjoying the
results with them.
“Last year I did a movie and when
I saw it 1 went, ‘C')h my Ciod, oh my
God, oh my Cîod.’ Now it can’t real
ly be camouflaged. Now it’s not even
a matter of wearing the right clothes.
That’s when I said,‘Uh oh.’”
The .5-foot-8 actress, wearing a
long, fitted dress, looks far slimmer
than gotcha photos make her out to
be. But she’s as frank and funny as her
public image: This is the woman
who, in a IWl Emmy acceptance
speech, thanked then-husband Parker
Stevenson for giving her “the big
one,” and who giggles when the
moment is recalled.
Cfiven the entertainment indus
try’s infatuation with waist size. Alley
endured criticism even when she
couldn’t be considered anything but
slender.

She recounts meeting with the
director of “Fattl Attraction” when
he was casting the role that ultimate
ly went to Cilenn C3ose. “I weighed
about 12-S, and he told me to go
away for two weeks and lose some
weight. 1 thought,‘Oh, my (icxl, 125
IS fat.’ I came back at 112, 114.”
The obsession with k>oks extends
beyond the industry and beyond
weight. Alley said, whose swexiping,
animated conversation takes frequent
philostjphical turns.
Professionally speaking. Alley fig
ures she was lucky to be defined for
years as the sexy woman who was
fiinny in “Cheers” and films includ
ing “Look Who’s Talking.”
But the chubby woman who’s
fiinny is different, she said. “I’m not
going to be hired to play (“The King
of Queens”) fat Kevin James’ fat
wife, because that’s not the way it
goes. So you have to create the
show.”
Based on Alley’s life and world,
“Fat Actress” has appearances by
friends including John Travolta and
executive Jeff Zucker of NBC
Universal Television Group. It’s reali
ty, sort of.
“In the show I’m much more tor
tured and much more desperate and
worried than in my real life. But the
exaggeration of that stuff makes it
funny,” Alley said.
At times raunchy, profane and of
course, blunt (including a bit involv
ing Jenny C.raig that was filmed
before Alley started the spokes
woman gig), the series’ humor is
steeped in Hollywood narcissism and
pettiness.
“It’s not just about being fat. It’s
about things that happen with
women. When I’m skinny in this sit
com, what are the pmblems going to
be? There’s only a million of them,
just like in real life.”
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well-deserved vacation this week in
Mexico’s Pacific Coast resort of
Puerto Vallarta after winning the
best actress Oscar on Sunday.
Accompanied by her actor hus
band Chad Lowe, Sw'ank was walk
C'ict your hot celebrity gossip right here
ing Puerto Vallarta streets in blue
jeans, a black blouse, sunglasses and
a hat.
After eating at a seaside Mexican
restaurant, the couple took a boat
to the secluded beachside commu
nity ofYelapa where they rented a
bungalow.
Yelapa, a fishing community
accessible only by boat, has become
a favorite among well-heeled, pri
vacy-conscious travelers.
Swank won her second Academy
Award for her portrayal of a female
ASS(X:iAITl) I’RKSS boxer in Clint Eastwood’s “Million
Dollar Baby.’’The film took home
LOS ANGELES — Singer and four awards.
actress
C'her
is
suing
• • •
Warner/Chappell Music Inc. for
NEW YORK — Backstreet’s
breach of contract on claims that it back. Again.
failed to pay royalties estimated at
Backstreet Boys, the boy band
more than $25(1,()()().
who demanded “1 Want It That
The lawsuit, filed in Los Angeles Way,’’ have announced a set of tour
Superior ('o u rt on Thursday, dates starting March 21 in New
alleges that the music publisher has York.
not paid song and performance
They won’t play Madison Square
royalties for the last four years.
Garden this time around, or any of
The other plaintiffs include their previous gigantic arena
C'hastity Oono, the daughter t)f hotspots.The Boys’ 13-city tour is a
Cdier and her late husband Sonny club-only aft'air, stopping at such
Uono, and Cdiristy IJono, Bono’s intimate venues as the State Theater
daughter from his first marriage.
in 1)etroit.
Other plaintilTs are Mary BonoAccording to their label. Jive
Baxley and her children Chianna Records, they will perform all their
and CT'sare Bono. It was not hits plus a few songs from their
immediately clear whether she is upcoming (d).
Kep. Mary Bono, IL-Palm Springs,
The Backstreet Boys, who
who married ex-m inor league debuted in 1997, are putting the
baseball player Glenn Baxley in finishing touches on a forthcoming
2001.
as-yet-untitled album, their first
Singing duo Cdier and Sonny original outing since 2000’s “Black
Bono reached written agreements and Blue.’’
in 1965 and 1966 foi recording ser
Over the past few years, the
vices with York Records and group’s members have mostly
Atlantic Recording Corporation stayed out of the spotlight except
that required them to pay myalties for a few benefit performances. In
and provide an accounting of the 2(M)2, Nick C'arter released a solo
album. Last December, Brian
payments, the suit said.
• • •
Littrell signed a deal with Christian
PUERTO
VALLARTA, record label. Reunion Records.
— AssociiUcii Press
Mexico — Hilary Swank took a
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Aesop Rock
“No Regrets
I once heard that 98 percent of all art is about
sex, politics or religion. TTiis is one of the 2 percent
that is not. A big surprise considering the style
(rap). Aesop is white, but it seems to have zero
influence on his reputation or credibility.
('oiirtcsy o f acmspacc engineering senior Ryan MacDicken

RESTAURANT REVIEW

lechnically, ids sushi

NICK HOOVER Ml SIANii DAIIY

Toshi’s is the latest Sushi restaurant to open up in San Luis Obispo. It features a less traditional menu
than its local counterparts, ranging from sushi, to tempura, to noodle dishes and curry.
Melissa L. Dorcak
■MUSTANi; DAILY

Toshi’s Teriyaki Sushi Bar is
small and casual, the perfect place
to stop at after class and munch on
a tempura roll. Just don’t expect
any authenticity from this Japanese
restaurant.
The restaurant is located on
Olive Street in between Burger
King and R ound Table Pizza.
Before Toshi’s opened last quarter,
it was Presto Pasta, and before that
it was some other restaurant. If 1
didn’t know better, I’d say this
establishment was doom ed for
closure. However, Toshi’s definite
ly has what it takes to stay in
town.
Toshi’s has crammed as much
Americanized Asian food as would
fit onto their menus. They have
everything from sushi to tempura
to noodle dishes. They also offer
combo dishes like sesame chicken
and curry.
The sushi can only be called
sushi because it’s rolled in rice and
seaweed. Most of the rolls are
some form of shrimp tempura.

TRYING TO MEET G E REQUIREMENTS
FOR SPRING QUARTER?
Sign u p for in te rd is c ip lin a ry c lasses u n d e r n e w "U niversity
Studies" (U N IV ) p re fix

crabmeat, avocado, '
Perhaps my favorite aspect ofli\<;hi's
cucum ber
and
teriyaki sauce. But
is the beer prices: $ 2 .9 9 for
that’s not to say it’s
imported Japanese beer is wonderful.
not tasty.
Can anyone say saki bombs?
The Highway 101
Roll is huge,
it ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
should be for SlO, with crabmeat, There are more than 20 specialty
avocado, cucumber and shrimp rolls, plus oodles of appetizers, sal
tempura, all rolled up and topped ads, noodle dishes, hot plates and
However,
with seared tuna. Oh, and don’t combination dinners.
don’t
expect
too
much
deviation
forget the teriyaki sauce. That
sauce is on every single specialty among menu items as most o f the
dishes involve chicken, shrimp,
roll.
pork or beef. Oh and of course,
Perhaps my favorite aspect of
don’t forget the teriyaki sauce.
Toshi’s is the beer prices: S2.99 for
The main obstacle for Toshi’s to
imported Japanese beer is wonder
overcome is that jinxed location.
ful. C'an anyone say sake bombs?
In less than four years, we’ve seen
The restaurant doesn’t feel like a three restaurants open their doors
Japanese restaurant, despite the and none have been able to sur
sparse decorations and fake bam vive.
boo plants. The owner even built
If Toshi’s were to offer some
a mini sushi bar, but it’s just miss cheap lunch specials and splurge
ing the serene atmosphere that on some advertising space, I think
most sushi restaurants accomplish. it could generate enough return
A lot ofToshi’s traffic comes from customers to keep it m business
diners ordering food to go, which for some time. So when you can’t
makes sense since it’s right by a shake your craving for an anyhighw'ay on-ramp.
thing-but-authentic sushi roll.
The biggest selling point is Toshi’s has your fix. And o f course,
Toshi’s large selection of dishes. the teriyaki sauce.

GRANDOPENING
Creative Dimensions Sleep Center
World of Futons
Pacific Coast Center • Madonna & Higuera • 595 -1550

U N IV -X 3 3 3 W ORLD F O O D SYSTEMS (4 UNITS)

GE AREA F

Futon Frames

C o -to u g h t by: Bud Evans (Political S cience) a n d guest instructors.
TR 2:10 p m -4 pm

U N IV -X 3 5 0 THE G LO BAL E N V IR O N M E N T (4 UNITS)

Starting at: $69.95
GE AREA F

C o -to u g h t by: Bud Evans (Political S cien ce), R andy Knight (Physics), K ate
Lancaster (A c c o u n tin g ), a n d Tom Ruehr (Earth & Soil Sciences).
TR 4:10 pm -5:30 p m plus activity sessions (see Spring S chedule)

U N IV -X 3 6 1 M O D E R N IS M (4 UNITS)
C o -to u g h t by: Paul Miklowitz (Philosophy) a n d Scott
Schlim gen (A rchitecture).
M W 10:10 a m -1 2 pm
For m ore inform ation c o n ta c t a c a d p ro g @ c o lp o ly .e d u

Free Cover with Frame & Mattress

A Mattress Like No Other!
GE AREA C 4

Vv/'

T-

•PEDIC

PR E SSU R E RELIEVING
SWEDISH MATTRESS AND PILLOW

Prime Outlets of Pismo Beach • 333 Five Cities r. • 556 - 0804

RESERVE YOUR
TEXTBO O KITO D AY!
Sign lip now
through
Mar€h 20!

Why should you reserve
your Spring 2005 texthooks?
We do the work, you save money!
You receive a 10% discount on every item that
we put in your reservation box.

10
j0

The box includes a coupon good for a 10% discount
on your in-store purchases of student supplies.
If you reserved your Winter 2005 textbooks, your
supplies coupon is good for a 15% discount.
Jo sign up h f S P m G 2 005 UXJBOOK ftESEm nO H :
http://www.elcoiralbookstore.com/textbook 5AndCourseware/
for more information about TEXTBOOK KESEKVATION: *
b tt p : //www.elcorralbookstore.com/misc/foq/reservingTextbooks.aspx

El C o r r a l
B o o k sto r e
A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION SERVING C a L P o LY SINCE 1933

WWW. e lc o rra lb a o k stto re .c a m

N la r c h l O - Z l s t
3 L o c a tio n s !
Fk>ont of m C o rral

¥

^

March 10-11
9:00am - 3:00pm

^

March 14-18
7:45am - 6:00pm

^

March 21
9:00am - 3:00pm

D ex ter L aw n
^

March 14-18
8:30am - 4:30pm

Drive Through Location on Campus

Now at Dairy Unit on Mt. Bishop Rd. (up the hill past the old location on the right)

^

March 14-18
9:00am ' 5:00pm

10%BONUS

Deposit your buyback cash into Campus Express & receive an extra 10%

Cal Poly ID Required for Buyback

El C o r r a l
B o o k sto r e

IB O N U s i

A NONPROnT ORGANIZATION SERVING C a L Po LY SINCE 1933

Sell your books and receive a coupon for
20% off one item at El Corral or Cal Poly Bcx>ks

w w W .e lco rra lba a ksto re .co m
*See s to r e f o r d e ta ils

mm
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U .N .: Is it w orth LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
m ilitary failures?
op quiz. C'an you name a single example of a successful military
intervention led bv the United Nations? Ifvou said anvthing, vou
are probably wrong.
The truth is that the United Nations has failed miserably in nearly
every part of the world that it has attempted to fix. Rwanda, Sinai, Bosnia,
Kosovo, Somalia, the C'ongo and Iraq stand out as the worst of what the
United Nations has to offer. The only minor successes they can claim.
Sierra Leone and East Timor, came as a direct result of effective countries,
Britain and Australia respectively, taking complete control of the situation
and ignoring much of what the United Nations had to say.
The C?ongo is a perfect ex,unple of
such military dis.isters.The Camgo has
se.'ii years of genocide and pillaging as
rival factions struggle for control of the
West African nation.The United Nations
has sent a small army to help contain the
situation, hut mass murder is still hap
pening and now they have a full-blown
international sex scandal on their hands.
Up to 50 U.N. troops are currently
facing more than 150 charges of sexual
exploitatitm and rape — in some cases
the victims were only 12 years old.
Similar charges of sexual exploitation
riddled the U. N. campaign in the
i^alkans.
political viewpoint
This IS a current event — not a dis
tant historical incident — yet, there is
little mention of this on our network news stations.
These charges dwarf'whatever abuses were alleged in the case of the
seven prison guards in the so-called Abu (ihraib prison scandal. A small
U.S. scandal merits front page news for months but a major U.N. scandal
goes largely ignored.
Now there is the infamous Oil-Eor-Food scandal that turned out to be
one of the largest smuggling schemes in history. The United Nations ruled
that Iraq could only sell oil to buy humanitarian supplies as a deterrent to
weapons proliferation.The problem was that S.iddam Hussein was bribing
high-ranking French and Russian officials to help channel more than SH>
billion dollars into the country in exchange for black market oil.
In both of these cases, the true scandal isn’t even the horrible crime
committed. The scandal lies in the fact that leaders in the United Nations
were ordering systematic cover-ups in both situations. United Nations
Secretary Cleneral Kofi Annan, is not directly implicated yet, but people in
his office and his son have already been questioned.
The organization is at best inefficient and at worst corrupt. We waste
more than S3 billion dollars a year in this inept organization and do not
see any rc'sults. Iraq defied more than 17 U.N. resolutions before the U.S.led invasion ended his tyrannical reign.
Why even bother making rules if your organization is not giving to
enforce them? Instead of holding Saddam accountable, the United Nations
went behind our backs and took in billions of dollars of cheap Iraqi oil. No
wonder they didn’t want to fight Saddam — he was making them rich.
We have to ask ourselves: Why are we still in the United Nations? Why
should we beg for U.N. appnwal if they are the ones being paid off by
our worst enemies? And finally, do they ever succeed in solving the
world’s problems?

P

from

RIGH T

field

.\fiUt Hus/imati is a civil cnxinceritt^ junior and Mustang Daily columnist.

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
can you say it in 2 5 0 w ords or less?
Send your letters to the editor to opinion@mustangdaily.net

Don’t make thefacebook
groups about bating people

I completely agree with the let
ter published Feb. 28, thefacebotik
does bring out the stalker in us.
Originally, 1 thought that the
facebook was an amazing pro
gram, providing a way to connect
with people and a great way to
procrastinate at the same time. I
did not realize the stalker potential
* Í
of thefacebook until 1 stumbled
L é¿
.icross a group about myself enti
tled W.C.E.
I was intrigued to see that 1 am
a celebrity around campus, but
stunned when I realized that it is a today’s world — an icon.
There are too many people and
hate group launched by a past sig
organizations looking out for our
nificant other who 1 have barely
spoken to for more than two years. dear innocent minds. Take a look
at the influence these people have.
He now claims to be my “chief
“A Boy’s 1)ream,’’ C'orvette’s com
anal inspector.’’
Thefacebook has proven to be a mercial depicting a 1()-year-old
dreaming of driving a Corvette
way for immature individuals to
through the city was dropped
meddle with people’s lives while
hiding safely behind their comput thanks to Janette Fennell, president
er screen. It is truly incredible how of Kids and C'ars. Thank you,
Janette for protecting all the 10college students can drift to the
mindset of a high school freshmen year-olds fmm driving Corvettes
when they are alone in their room and telling them to stop dreaming.
First of all, do we really need an
with thefacebook.
organization called Kids and C'ars?
Use it with caution.
What kind of club is this? It was
Nicole Barber
founded
to protect children from
lii<\ii(Viisfr}' s<vior
“non-traffic, non-crash motor
There are too many groups vehicle-related events.” If you don't
have enough sense to know that
looking for offensiveness
IcMving your kid in a car while
The United States has become
over sensitive to feelings and emo unattended is a bad idea, you prob
ably shouldn’t be a parent in the
tions — or maybe it’s just certain
people. In either case, I suggest that first place.
Stop sticking your fat noses into
those easily offended persons keep
other people’s business. Let me
their whining to themselves so
appreciate humor, excitement and
others don’t have to compromise.
fantasy for what it is.
The Htilocaust isn’t to be taken
Gregg Baker
lightly. However, to criticize the use
Mtrlhtnical amitu-iriini soplumon'
of an icon that represents authori
tarian control is unreasonable. The
Bush’s real world does not
artist meant no connection to the
reflect his rhetorical claims
Holocaust by using such an icon.
Is Mr. Bushman even thinking
He was simply using a Nazi dr.»wof
the same guy that I know to be
ing as what it has become in

MUSTANG
DAILY
CORRECTIONS
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily ness'spaper for the Cal Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appteciate your readership and are
thankfiil for your careful reading.
Please send your correction
suggestions to editor@mustang
daily.net.
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my type irlu n I ums horn. ”
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MARilAREI' SCOTT

new sart

our White House squatter? The
man who holds the record for
most executions while governor,
mocking pleas by born-again
prison ministers, like he were rack
ing up frags in a video game? The
man who has the richest and most
elitist C'abinet ever, whose poorest
member specialized in Cold War,
not Middle East policies (which,
by the way, brought about the
power of Osama Bin Laden and
Saddam Hussein) and has an oil
tanker named after her? The man
who practically tries to immortal
ize the most discriminatory judges
in our Supreme CYnirt? The man
whose policies from taxes to edu
cation to war have turned a blind
eye to or directly discriminated
against the socioecoimmic situa
tion of minorities in America?
(ieorge Bush’s “minority out
reach” programs are all cover-ups.
He cares as much about the success
of minorities in America .as
Kenneth Lay cared about the suc
cess of Enron empUiyees’ folks.
That’s why minority organizations
aren’t supporting him.
A man’s repertoire elucidates his
rhetoric.The pretty picture (ieorge
paints outside is in truth decaying
inside.
Jusdn LeBIanc

wonis. Letters should include the
writer’s full name, phone number,
major and class standing. Letters
must come from a Cal Poly e-mail
account. Do not send letters as an
attachment. Plea.se send the text in
Send us your love, hate and more
«
the body of the e-mail.
By e-mail:
Mustang Daily reserves the right
opinion@mustangdaily.net
to edit letters for grammar, profan
By mail:
ities and length. Letters, commen
Letters to the Editor
taries and cartoons do not repre
sent the views of the Mustang
Building 26, Room 226
Daily. Please limit length to 250
Cal Poly, SLO, CA 93407
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Basketball
continued from page 12

second half, never trailing beyond the
first minute, never leading by less than
ten after they broke a 47-47 deadlock
with thirteen consecutive points, the

final nine of these on a trio of threepointers.
Then, after the Mustangs ended
their three-minute scoreless stretch,
they received two technical fouls
three minutes apart. First, forward
Kianey (¡ivens-Davis pushed an

opponent, then later, point guard ftnils ,it all so I’m a little disappointed
Sparkle Anderson threw her hands up the refs didn’t give any warning,”
at the referee making him think she Mimnaugh said.
flipped him off, said Mustang coach
While the Mustangs fell apart,
Faith Mimnaugh, who was frustrated Irvine looked better than a team that
with both calls.
came in at r)-2<) overall. Midway
“Mv team has never had technical through the second half they had a
three-point percentage that was better
than the Mustangs' shooting percent
age, to that point.
Irvine ultimately outshot C'.il Poly
Edited by Will Shortz
No. 0124 4.S percent to 38 overall and outrebounded the Mustangs 42-31.
68 City near Provo
fío
"They’re a good team,” said junior
69 “You said it,
M
|Ï6
forward Clourtney C'ameron, who
brother!"
had 10 points and two steals. “They’ve
70 “This is ___..."
|T8
fio
(radio
improved a lot over the course of the
announcement) 70
?1
27
season.”
71 Memo
?4
|2 5
C'al Poly was also torched by Haley
Tull and Angie Ned, who combined
DOWN
for 45 points, making seven of 15
1 PC storage
accessory
fmiii downtown. Tull had 20 points,
2 Treat for an
with four three-pointers, off the
35
35
38
elephant
bench. Ned compensated for not
43
3 Once more
playing in Irvine’s 55-48 loss to Cal
4 More hackneyed 4 7
Poly on Dec. 28 by dropping 25
5 Massage
points Saturday.
intensely
53
“She’s a great player, I give credit to
6 “Yes, it’s clear
now”
her,” Mimnaugh said.“We didn’t have
7 Attempt to score 6 2 6 3
any answer for her.”
164
p5
8 Obi-Wan___of
The Mustangs only got 13 from
“Star Wars"
ëè
their top scorer, Heidi Wittstrom,
9 Poetic
éè
however, and had just four points
command
before “0 Ship
from
Paterson.
Puizl* by Sarah Kallar
of State!"
A two-time All-Big West
46 Scorch
58 Smooth
10 Former king of 37 Creating
Conference honorable mention,
dissension
Norway
48 Deficiency of
59 College where
Paterson battled mono this season and
red blood cells
an athlete might
11 Guaranteed to 38 Seek damages
wear a “Y"
sat the bench while Irvine broke the
succeed
40 Hip-hop
49 Most reasonable
12 Hurry
game open Saturday. Paterson
41 Nickname for a 50 Attachable, as
Summers on
13 Nitwit
59-Down
acknowledged she wasn’t at full
sunglasses
Riviera
student
21 Bright thought
strength.
51 Matador charger
Helper; Abbr.
22 Prefix with
4 4 ___Griffin,
“I wanted to be but honestly I
62 Health resort
European
1960’s-80’s talk 52 Bulb holder
haven’t
been feeling KM) percent for a
show host
56 Moon to June 63
and cheese
26 Summer coolers
month now,” Paterson said.
27 Mattress holders
This marks the first time since
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
29 Letters on an
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
1998-99 that neither C'al Poly basket
ambulance
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
30 Audi rival
ball team has made the Big West tour
crosswords
from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
31 Nutso
nament.

^eUrDolicSinuis
Crossword

35 Lays down the
lawn
39 Made a
statement on a
stack of Bibles?
42 “___of the
D’Urbervilles"
43 Hatred
45 Best buds
47 1970 Jack
Nicholson film
Obispo, Calif.
17
_______avis 53 Folk singer
DiFranco
18 Tèa of
"Hollywood
54 Genetic info
Ending"
55 "It's___
19 Greek war god
nothing"
20 Longtime ABC 57 1952 George
daytime drama
Axelrod
Broadway farce,
23 Thought things
with “The”
over
62 Gangster's
24 “C ’est s i___"
blade
25 Little white lie
64
Butchers'
28 Classic
offerings
children’s
65 Slowish
nursery song
33 BB's and bullets 66 Finish a drive?
34 Rowed
67 Capri and Wight
ACROSS

1 Ones filling out
1040’s, for short
5 Dangers
10 Fed workplace
watchdog
14 Nimble
15 Irish-born actor
Milo
16 S a n ___
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Playoffs
continued from page 12

led C]al Poly with 14 points while
senior forward Vladimir l.isinac
scored 11 points. Senior forward
Mike Titchenal had a game-high
11 rebounds.
Whiten also led C'al Polv in
points on Thursday night, as the
Mustangs’ lone double-digit scor
er, with 18 points. Kevin Houston
came of]' the bench to score 18
points for Long Beach State and
Shawn Hawkins added 16, as the
49ers improved to 9-19 for the
season, 6-1 1 in the Big West and
got the final tournament spot.
C'al Poly led 31-25 late in the
first half and settled for a 31-30
lead at the break, but ultimateK
were assured of not making the
conference tournament for the
first time since the 1999-2000
season, Nick Enzweiler’s nine
points and Joe Flenry’s seven
rebounds being to little avail.
Cal Poly made just 35.1 per
cent of its floor shots while Long
Beach State connected on 50
percent from the floor. C'al Poly
made nine of 27 three-pointers
but was just 3-for-6 from the free
throw line while the 49ers made
10 of 15. Long Beach State also
out-rebounded Cal Poly 38-33.

rACKj j

Online subscriptions' Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young
solvers nytimes com/learning/xwords.

U ltim a# high.

ECONO LUBE N* TUNE®
&

BRAKES

1 Y o u r P r e m ie r A u t o m o t i v e M a i n t e n a n c e C e n t e r

Across from Smart & Final
286 Higuera, San Luis O bispo
544-2976

Pr

o v id in g

a v a r ie t y

o f s e r v ic e s

• T ra n s m is s io n

• T u n e -U p s

• R ear D iffe re n tia l

• Brake R e p a ir

• Fuel In je c tio n

• Lu b e , O il, St Filte r

1 0 % student Discount w/ ID

C66D 765-JU rf^
w w w .skydivetdft.com

TAFT

Video: $70
Tandetn: $145
Accelerated Preefall: $245

STUDENT DISCOUNT

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Grading papers near Cal Poly,
Math-English. Mon. & Wed., 2:30
to 6pm, $9 hourly. 466-5350

Roughing It Day Camp
SF East Bay
Horses, Swim, Sports & more!
jobs@roughingit.com
CMRG is currently conducting a
clinical research trial for vaginal
yeast infection. If you’re female,
age 12 or older, and are currently
experiencing the symptoms of a
vaginal yeast infection, you may
qualify to participate. Please call
805-549-7570 for more
information about this research
study. If eligible, you will be
reimbursed for your time and
travel.

HELP WANTED
FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

Day Camps seek Summer
Counselors
Lifeguards, Instructors for
Horseback Riding, Gym, Fishing.
Canoeing, Farm Animals. Rock
Climbing, Music/Drama, Nature,
Crafts & more. S2800-S3500 -f
San Fernando/Conejo Valleys
Work with children!
888-784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com/slo

Roughing It Day Camp
SF East Bay
jobs@roughingit.com

HELP WANTED
City of Morro Bay
Beach Lifeguards
P/T, 30-40 hr/wk, $10-$12/hr,
patrol beach for protection and
safety of the public.
Jr. Lifeguard Instructors/Aides
P/T 32 hr/wk. Jr. Guards $ i a
$ ll/ h r, Aides $8.11-$8.61/hr,
teach recreational opportunities
and hazards of ocean
environment.
Title 22 & CPR for Professional
Rescuer certs required.
Deadline: April 1, 2005.
Apply City Morro Bay,
595 Harbor. 772-6207

LA Area Summer Camps
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

FOR SALE
Interested in studying in China?
Study at the Beijing Cultural and
Language Academy in Beijing.
Tuition includes: medical insur
ance coverage, 6 weeks of lan
guage courses, 6 weeks accomo
dations, 2 weeks of business
courses,
airport transportation, welcome
package with maps and coupons,
and field trips to local businesses.
Cost is $3,000
Contact James (209) 406-6091

ROOM FOR RENT
studio apartment for lease near
the Village of AG. Quiet, safe
neighborhood, great for study.
$550.00 per month first and last
plus $400.00 deposit.
331-3750

LOST AND FOUND
Lost and Found
ads are FREE
Call Christi 756-1143

HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and condos
for sale in SLO. Call Nelson Real
Estate 546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com
Active list of houses & condos for
sale. 20 years experience.
Marguerite 440-2417 or
mmaxwell@calpoly.edu

Place your classified now! Sell
your books, make an
announcement, whatever! Reach
the entire campus and
downtown! Call Christ! at
756-1143 or submit one online at
www.mustangdaily.net
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COACH’S

CORNER
This week’s spotlijilit on ...

PlayoflF windows close

Men’s basketball coach
Kevin Hromley
Crystal Phend
M U S lA N i , DAIIY

TIk' C^il l\)ly mens basketball team
siirt'ered its final losses this past week
end. mcliidin^ one on l lnirsday that
eliminated the Mustangs from mak
ing the big West C'onference
Tournament.
beforehand, the Mustang 1)aily
had a chance to talk with mens bas
ketball coach Kevin bromley.
Q. — W'hat does losing this week
end mean to the team?
A. — Its ditferent for each class,
file senitirs, obsiously their dream
and their hopes aa’ alw.iys going to
the NC'AA tournament.
All of them will graduate, which 1
am excites! about, this year and they’re
going to l(H)k back at certain experi
ence's in their life aiul regret some of
them and be pnnid t>f others, but
that’s how you learn.
Q. — How do you feel about it?
A. — (The year) when we made
that nice run aiul we had a chance to
go to the NCAA tournament —
(u>el, 1 couldn’t sleep. Thea^’s imt a
better feeling. It was just an inca-dible
feeling.
If we aa‘ pkiying good basketball I
want ts) he in the tournament and I
want to make a run. If we aa*n’t play
ing very good basketball, thea*’s no
sense just going slown thea- playing
one game like last year.
L.ist year, I thought we wea*n’t
playing ga'at basketball. We won our
List rwo home games that we needed
to win, but I could just tell by the aura
of the kids that it wasn’t like the year
befoa and the>’ just kind of went
down thea* and we got upset.
I slon’t know ifwv gtn upset, actu
ally they wea- a higher seed than we
wva* but I thought we had a better
chance to beat Riverside last year
than how we played. I could tell thea*
was almost a a*lief in the kxker aKim
rather than a a*al s.idness. That’s the
thing you don't want .is a coach.
Q. — You mentioned that thea*
have been times this year you h.iven’t
pl.iyed .IS well as you’d wanted, h.is this
been .i disappointing se.ison for you?
A. — It has been because when
we first started out. I knew we weren't
going to be maybe as talented as we
were List year, losing Varnie (I )ennis)
.iiid Sh.ine (Schilling) l.ist year obviousK two very good b.isketb.ill play
ers.
Q.
What went wnnig this year?
A. — Kaniemn ((ir.iy) being inel
igible, a true point guard, really hurt
us and then I )ea*k Stockalper going
down, who was ,i starter, toward the
start of the \ear with his ACL really
hurt us. John Manley out with two
bulging ilisks the entire year as a
power forward and you look at the
position that we R*ally got hurt on the
most It was the power forwanl posi
tion the entire’ year.
We didn’t h.ive .in enforcer, didn’t
have a rebounder, didn’t have a
(.lefense presence at that position.
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Two trying seasons ended over the weekend. Men’s basketball finished last in conference while the women suffered a season-ending loss on Sunday.
Mustangs' second half
collapse against UC Irvine
ends their chances at a Rig
West Tournament
Ciraham Womack
ML^TAN^. DAIIY

llcfoa* the technical fouls, before
the slew of Irvine three-pointers,
before everything that was Cal Poly’s
second half collapse, it .ill kniked so
bright.
The C'al Poly women’s basketball
te.ini entered its final a*gular sea.son
game Saturilay needing only to beat
UC Irvine to qualitv' for the Ihg
West Tournament. Moth teams m.iy
have been tied for sevvnth-place in
conference coming in, but Cal Polyhad won at Irvine two months prior.
Hie Mustangs entered Saturd.iy
raucously celebrating befoa* tip-off,
as It was Senior Night and an over
time upset of long Me.ich State on
fhursd.iy had kept alive playoff

hopes th.it liad been all but extinguished with 10 losses in thè pa*ceding 11 gaines.
A night that begaii positively,
however, ended as a 70-6.S loss for
C^al Poly with multiple players le.iving thè court in tears. fhe Mustangs’
best-ever start to a se.ison became a
nuKit point as Cai Poly fìnished 11U> overall. 5-13 in MigWest play and
niissed thè postseason for thè fìrst
time 111 SIX years.
%.
And sometime befoa* it ended,
what was a tight game into the sec
ond half became one final blow for
Cal Poly.
“(ioing into the se.ison, nobtxly
thought this was how it w.is going to
end,” said senior center Katy
Paterson, tears still in her ey-es.
Cal Poly led by five late in the
first half and went into halftime
trailing 33-32. However, the
Ante.iters seized the game in the
see Basketball, page 11

M en get embarrassed on Fox
M U S I A N l . DAILY ST A l l l U l H I k T

This was one show that never
should h.ive made the air.
Playing on Saturday night with
nothing to gain, the Cal Poly men’s
b.isketb.ill team scored its fewest
ptiints and suffered its wtirst loss of
the season, falling 7‘>-4‘> at UC
Irvine. This came two nights after
the Mustangs were eliminated fann
making the Mig West C'onference
Touriument. with a 71-.52 1ms at
Long Beach State.
However, the Mustangs had the
benefit on Thursday of losing a*l.itively quietly. On Saturday, they did
it before a television audience on
Fox Sports West Net 2.
C^il Poly closed out the 20(l4-n5
season by losing IH of their final 21
games, finishing 5-22, 3-15 in Mig
West play. It was the Mustangs’

worst-ever conference finish and
their worst overall record since
they went l-2b for the P>*>4-‘>5
se.ison, the first year of Division I
competition.
On the other hand, Irvine
secured the No. 5 seed for next
w'eek’s conference tournament,
impawing to 15-12 over.ill,8-l() in
the Big West and assuring a win
ning season for the fourth time in
the past five years.
The Anteaters wea* led by senior
center (ireg Ethington who had 21
points and 10 a*bouiuls. He had 15
111 the first half alone .is Irvine shot
57.1 percent and built a 45-21 le.id.
UCd’s largest lead of the night w.is
70-.V) with 8:40 remaining in the
game.
I reshman guard D.iwin W'hiten
see Playoffs, page 11

Baseball sweeps series against Fresno State
M U S I A N l. DAIIY SIAM K II*OIU

The Mustangs are still undefeated
when (iarrett Olson takes the
mound.
Olson allowed three runs over
eight innings spurring the Mustangs
on to the first win Frid.iy in what
became a series sweep over Fresno
St.ite.
Sophomore right-hander Cary
I ).iley pitched seven stmng innings
for his first tlecision of the year and
Cal Poly took advant.ige of four
Fresno State errors en nnite to a 7-3

victory III the second game of a
three-game non-conference b.iseball
senes befoa* the Mustangs closeil out
the weekend w ith a 'f-7 w in over the
Bulldogs on Suiid.iy.
I )aley (I <>) struck out five, walked
two and allowed three runs aiul five
hits.
Junior
right-hander
Rocky
R«x|uet pitched two scoreless, hitless
innings in relief ot I ),iley.
For the second straight game,
Fa*sno State scoa*il all of its tha*e
runs in one inning. 1 he Bulldogs tal
lied tha*e times ofFl ).iley in the third

inning on a twn-run single by Nick
Moa*si and a sacrifice flv by Kent
Sakamoto.
But Cal Poly had ala*ady scored
ti\e times in the game .iiul .uldeii two
insurance runs in the fifth to improve
to l2-‘>on the se.ison.
On 1riil.iy, Olson struck out a se.i
son-high 12 batters and JtLansford. Kyle Blumenthal aiul
Drew Cillniore each pounded out
tha*e hits .is Cal Poly defe.iteil Fresno
State 5-3 in the opener.
Olson (5-U) allowed three runs
and four hits in eight innings, walk

ing tha*e Bulldogs. 1he junior south
paw finished one strikeout short of
his career high.
Mike Bille wurked the ninth
inning for his seventh s,ive.
1 he only niiis Olson allowed
I line in the eighth inning when
1resno St.ite third baseman Beau
Mills belted his fourth home run of
the se.ison. Olson did not allow a hit
until the sixth inning.
Cal Poly. 7-H w hen Olson starts,
scored a run in the fourth inning,
three in the fifth and one moa* in the
sixth tor a 5-0 le.id.

